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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Colors MSRP

BRO2479

MARAL REFLEX
COMPO HC CF Thr

M14x1 - REDDOT - 30-
06 - MG10 DBM 

AD412 C .30-06 Spr. 11  51  87  3100  Grey  

2889.00 € incl.
tax

2455.65 € incl.
tax

The rifle with linear reset ready to receive a silencer.
The Maral Reflex with carbon stock has a 'Quick Relaoding System' linear rearmament which provides the
shooter with unparalleled speed and unprecedented shooting comfort.
The Maral Reflex is delivered with a Kite Optic K1 Red Dot in low and forward mounting, ensuring a
position 6 mm lower than the lowest red dot on the market.

Threaded barrel (M14x1) for mounting a sound moderator
Red Dot Kite K1
10+1 capacity
Grenadière with quick-release mounting
360 mm carbon pistol stock.
Comes with a 5 round magazine, a 10 round magazine, butt plate, spacers and a Picatinny mounting
rail.

Rifle delivered without glasses - Photo not contractual.
Ideal for the beat and the lookout.

With its unrivaled experience in the production of hunting rifles, Browning innovates in the segment of linear
rearming rifles by launching the Maral. A true technical revolution, its Quick Relaoding System gives the
shooter unprecedented speed and unprecedented shooting comfort. Browning combines this new technology
with the experience it has in gun making and its safety expertise with its 7-bolt lock that already equips more
than a million rifles worldwide. The efficiency is also measured at the level of the breech which remains
confined in the case, which allows a continuous aiming during the shooting.

The Maral SF Fluted HC Linear Rifle is available in 300 WM caliber. The main features are the 7-bolt latch,
the cylinder head confined in the housing and the patented fast reloading system. Ideal beaten as on the
lookout, it is equipped with a fluted barrel, a falling charger and a stick quickly removable. New arming
lever.

Supplied in ABS elite suitcase.

1. New system of frank and direct relaxation

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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For absolute precision shooting, there is no other alternative than the new, quick, super-direct relaxation for
exceptional sensations.

2. Hand Cocking Manual Builder: Guaranteed Security

Ergonomic easy grip

Rapid lacrosse disassembly system

New controller for improved shooting comfort

3. Cylinder head confined in the housing: No hindrance during rearming

Removable charger

Battue band with optical fiber: Delivered also with a lookout

7-bolt safety lock: A legendary lock that provides exceptional security and accuracy.

4. Browning Nomad mountings: New ultra-precise and fast removable mounting system. Climb up and down
in 5 seconds!

5. Quick Reloading system: The assisted latch reminder system combines maximum safety, speed and
efficiency. By saving time during the rearming phase, the shooter can focus on the shooting action.

Overall length: 970 mm
Butt length: 360 mm
Barrel length: 610 mm
Charger type: DBM
Canon: Flute
Cannon finish: Bronzed
Sight: Optical fiber
Wood Grade: Grade 3
Wood: Oiled sandpaper
Stock: Bavarian pistol grip
Handguard: Tulip

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


